Transfer Strategies for Success Course
While UC San Diego has increased its transfer student population by 50% over the past decade, the
campus has not provided a corresponding increase in resources and programing to support this
population’s unique needs. Transfer students often struggle with the transition from their prior
institutions to the large research university and its rigorous demands. Transfer students regularly
feel disconnected from their college and campus life, which can negatively affect their overall
experience. This white paper proposes a Transfer Strategies for Success (TSS) course to address
such challenges and to connect transfer students more securely with colleges, departments, and
campus-wide resources. Moreover, the TSS course could assist in transfer student time-to-degree
progress. While comparable to the First Year Experience Course for Freshmen (FYE), the TSS
course is distinct from FYE because transfer students differ from four-year students in a number
of important ways. These include the following:





Transfer students enter UC San Diego as upper-division students who have fulfilled most
GE requirements and whose time at UC San Diego will be significantly shorter than their
undergraduate peers who entered as freshmen
Transfer students lack the shared college experience which, for students entering as
freshmen, was forged by college programming and the completion of college GE
requirements, including the College Writing Programs
Many transfer students live off-campus and commute to UC San Diego or live in the
Village and are not physically connected to a college, unlike students who entered as
freshmen and live in college housing, typically for their first two years.
Many transfer students have additional and often more complex responsibilities outside of
school (e.g., children, military obligations, etc.).

Therefore, the Transfer Student Success course will address issues essential to strong academic
performance and overall student satisfaction by including such topics as experiential and research
opportunities, internships, career and graduate school, personal well-being and its relationship to
academic success, academic integrity, campus engagement, campus resources, and improved
learning and study strategies.
The proposed course expects to achieve three goals:
1. Improve transfer students’ understanding of academic expectations and identify strategies
to meet those expectations successfully
2. Improve transfer students’ understanding of research, experiential, and co-curricular
opportunities and assist students in engaging and mapping these opportunities
3. Strengthen students’ organizational, inter-personal, and personal well-being skills
*

*

*

*

*
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Model for a TSS course
The Ad Hoc First Year Experience Work Group proposes a full-term (10-week) model similar to
the First Year Experience Course for Freshmen, which UC San Diego will launch in Fall 2014, and
which has already been well-established at other large research universities. The Transfer
Strategies for Success course would be a lecture class taught by academic senate faculty with
discussion sections led by graduate teaching assistants or experienced transfer students.
TSS TAs would be required to complete a mandatory pedagogy training program prior to leading
the section as well as participate in on-going guidance and supervision. This training program
could be designed and offered by the emerging Center for Teaching and Learning or draw on
existing college and departmental TA training programs. If this TSS course relies on graduate
student TAs, requisite funding will be necessary.
*

*

*

*

*

Credit and Evaluation for TSS course
The TSS course would be a 2-credit class, based on one hour of lecture and one hour of discussion
section weekly (20 hours total class contact). Further, we propose a Pass/Not Pass grading model
which reflects grading for freshman and senior seminars at our institution. The proposed course
would also draw on the expertise of Student Affairs and Academic Affairs professionals to amplify
some of the topics.
Beyond the use of CAPE evaluations for faculty and similar evaluations for TSS TAs who lead
discussion sections, we envision other assessment tools designed in collaboration with CREATE
and/or the Center for Teaching and Learning which champions on-going efforts to assess and
improve pedagogical effectiveness at UC San Diego. We foresee follow-up contact in winter
and/or spring quarter of transfer students’ first year with focus groups and web-based surveys to
gather additional data. We propose surveying Academic Advisors, Counseling and Psychological
Services (CAPS), Student Affairs/Residence Life staff, and the Academic Integrity Office to gather
their perspectives on the impact of the TSS course as has been designed for the (freshman) First
Year Experience course in Fall 2014. A longer-range metric would use time-to-degree and
retention data.
*

*

*

*

*

Transfer Student Success Course Outline
The weekly topics for the 10-week TSS course are as follows (see the proposed course plan at the
end of this document):
1. Introduction: The College Experience at a Research University
2. Making the Most of the Classroom and Re-examining Study Strategies
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3. Academic Integrity and Information Literacy
4. Personal Well-Being and Academic Success
5. Enhancing Communication Skills in the Classroom
6. Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion
7. Campus and Community Involvement
8. Planning for Career/ Professional Schools
9. Research Opportunities, Experiential Learning, and Faculty Engagement
10. Lessons Learned and Planning Forward
*

*

*

*

*

The steps to implement the transfer TSS course are as follows:
1. Submit the TSS course white paper to the Council of Provosts (COP), Deans of Student
Affairs, Deans of Academic Advising, Amy Binder, Associate Vice Chancellor Barbara
Sawrey, and Interim Vice Chancellor Alan Houston for comment and review;
2. Submit the white paper for comment and review to other strategic offices such as EVC,
Senate Leadership, Colleges’ Writing Center, Office of Academic Support & Instructional
Services (OASIS), Committee for Preparatory Education (COPE), the Basic Writing
Program (ELWR) , and to all the campus specialists who gave FYE Course suggested
readings and reference material;
3. Assess the college’s pilot First Year Experience Course for Frosh in Fall 2014;
4. Seek university approval, funding, and faculty/staff support for a launch in AY2015/16.
*

*

*

*

*

Conclusion
In closing, establishing a Transfer Student Success course addresses the specific needs of this
growing population. The proposed TSS course can be the cornerstone of an intentional program to
make higher education more meaningful and purposeful for all transfer students.
Ad Hoc Work Group – May 16, 2014
Allan Havis – Thurgood Marshall College, Chair
Matthew T. Herbst – Eleanor Roosevelt College
Patricia Mahaffey – John Muir College
Shannon J. O’Brien – Revelle College
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A Prospective Syllabus Structure:
The Transfer Student Success (TSS) course addresses topics at strategic points throughout the
quarter, with developmental readiness and practical implications taken into consideration. Content
that will be critical to academic success from the outset (such as academic integrity) will be
presented at the early in the term, while topics that require students to have had more university
experience, such as research and service options will be addressed later.
Week One - Introduction: The College Experience at a Research University
Rationale: Many students do not understand the nature of the research university or the way that it
affects their college experience. In addition, transfer students face transition issues such as
adjusting to a vastly different teaching and learning environment and must revise or develop new
revised approaches to their studies. This session provides an overview of these issues and
strategies to succeed at a research university (Andreatta, 2012).
Content: Provide an overview of the TSS course and explain how students will benefit from active
participation.
Learning Outcomes:
As a result of this class students will:
 understand the qualities that are unique to research universities
 increase awareness of UC San Diego’s undergraduate structures, including the colleges and
the academic divisions
 learn how they can best utilize university staff and resources to be academically and
personally successful
 be able to effectively navigate through the UC San Diego academic environment
Resources:
Bain, K. (2012). What the best college students do. President and Fellows of Harvard College.
Downing, S. (2013). On course: Strategies for creating success in college and in life.
Cengage Learning.
Week Two - Making the Most of the Classroom & Re-examining Study Strategies
Rationale: The gap between community colleges and an elite public research university is
substantial in terms of academic culture and demands. UC San Diego transfer students must make
their way in a much larger and more complex environment, while learning in larger lecture classes,
TA-led discussion sections, labs, limited office hours, and the variety of faculty and graduate
student approaches to each. This session explores ways to maximize learning in and beyond the
university classroom.
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Content: This session provides research-based strategies for learning in order to prepare students
for successful engagement with upper-division course work at UC San Diego. The course content
provides strategies for the variety of class formats at UC San Diego as well as the diversity of
teaching styles, while emphasizing students’ active role and responsibility in the learning process.
From understanding the syllabus (and the course goals) and maximizing the value of lecture to
embracing effective study habits and empowering students to become active rather than passive
learners, this session aims to provide a pathway toward informed engagement with courses,
faculty, and teaching assistants.
Learning Outcomes:
As a result of this class students will:
 be able to identify effective strategies for learning in the classroom and for studying as well
as recognize, in order to minimize, ineffective strategies
Resources:
Bain, K. (2012). What the best college students do. President and Fellows of Harvard College.
Baron, J. B., & Sternberg, R. J. (Eds.). (1987). Teaching thinking skills: Theory and practice.
Bransford, J. D., Brown, A. L., & Cocking, R. R. (Eds.). (2000). How people learn: Brain, mind,
experience, and school.
Downing, S. (2013). On course: Strategies for creating success in college and in life. Cengage
Learning.
Kolb, D. A. (1985). Learning style inventory.
Kuhn, D., & Dean, D. Jr. (2004). Metacognition: A bridge between cognitive psychology and
educational practice. Theory and Practice.
Roediger, H., III, & Butler, A. (2010). The critical role of retrieval practice in longterm retention. Trends in Cognitive Science.
Zull, J. E. (2002). The art of changing the brain: Enriching the practice of teaching by
exploring the biology of learning.
Week Three - Academic Integrity and Information Literacy
Rationale: Many students are not aware of why academic integrity matters for their individual and
collective education at UC San Diego. Rather than channel institutional resources and attention
toward rehabilitative measures after students have failed to live up to expectations, the goal of this
session is to explain why the standard exists in the first place and to show how this academic
integrity standard relates to the mission of an institution of higher learning, while underscoring
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each student’s role and responsibility in the process. This session will also address the topic of
information literacy which is defined as “the ability to find, evaluate, utilize, share, and create
content using information technologies and the Internet.” University work such as writing papers,
creating multimedia presentations, and posting information online require varying degrees of
information literacy. Therefore, it is crucial that students understand the rules and rationale for
appropriate (and inappropriate) conduct.
Content: In partnership with the Academic Integrity Office and Library and through a variety of
pedagogical practices, this session will cover academic integrity in course context by addressing
such areas as research and writing assignments, exams, and group projects. Additional topics will
include the identification of valid (digital or other) sources and expectations for citation;
communication protocol and etiquette with faculty and staff; using mobile media devices in the
classroom; maximizing the use of virtual advising tools and other online educational resources;
understanding privacy issues and settings; and creating a professional image online.
Learning Outcomes:
As a result of this session, students will:
 better understand what constitutes academic integrity and violations of academic integrity
 understand the rules of appropriate conduct with regard to research, plagiarism, copyright,
and privacy in a digital context
 be aware of all the resources offered through the Library and how to use those resources to
complete research and writing assignments successfully
Resources:
Aljaafreh, A., & Lantolf, J. P. (1994). Negative Feedback as Regulation and Second Language
Learning in the Zone of Proximal Development. The Modern Language Journal, 78(4), 465.
Barefoot, Betsy. (2006). Bridging the Chasm: First-Year Students and the Library. Retrieved June
1, 2014, from http://chronicle.com/article/Bridging-the-Chasm-First-Year/20514
Bertram Gallant, T. (2011). Creating the ethical academy: A systems approach to understanding
misconduct and empowering change. New York: Routledge.
Boatwright Memorial Library. (2014). FYS Faculty Resources. Retrieved May 26, 2014, from
http://libguides.richmond.edu/fysfaculty
Buranen, L., & Roy, A. M. (1999). Perspectives on plagiarism and intellectual property in a
postmodern world. Albany: State University of New York Press.
The Citation Project. (n.d.). Retrieved from http://site.citationproject.net/
College Composition and Communication. (2013). 2013 Resolutions & Sense of the House
Motions. Retrieved May 26, 2014, from http://www.ncte.org/cccc/resolutions/2013
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Cornell Information Technologies. (2009). Cornell University Digital Literacy Resource.
Retrieved November 21, 2013, from http://digitalliteracy.cornell.edu/
Council of Writing Program Administrators. (2003). Defining and Avoiding Plagiarism, the WPA
Statement on Best Practices. Retrieved May 30, 2014, from
http://wpacouncil.org/positions/WPAplagiarism.pdf
Haswell, R. H. (1988). Error and Change in College Student Writing. Written Communication,
5(9), 479–99.
Howard, R. M., Serviss, T., Rodrigue, T. K. (2010). Writing from Sources, Writing from
Sentences. WAP Writing & Pedagogy, 2(2), 177.
The Information Literacy Across the Curriculum (ILAC) Continuous Improvement Team. (2003).
Information Literacy Across the Curriculum Action Plan. Retrieved June 1, 2014, from
http://www.cod.edu/library/services/faculty/infolit/actionplan.pdf
International Center for Academic Integrity. (1999). The Fundamental Values of Academic
Integrity. Retrieved June 1, 2014, from
http://www.academicintegrity.org/icai/assets/Revised_FV_2014.pdf
Losh, E. M. (2014). The war on learning: gaining ground in the digital university. Cambridge,
MA: MIT Press.
Losh, E. M. (2013, May 6). How to Use Wikipedia as a Teaching Tool: Adrianne Wadewitz |
DMLcentral. Retrieved May 26, 2014, from
http://dmlcentral.net/blog/liz-losh/how-use-wikipedia-teaching-tool-adrianne-wadewitz
Neal, D. R. (2012). Social media for academics: A practical guide. Burlington, VT: Elsevier
Science.
Project Information Literacy (December 2013). Learning the Ropes: How Freshmen Conduct
Course Research Once they Enter College.
Retrieved June 1, 2014, from http://crln.acrl.org/content/75/5/266.full
Purdue On-Line Writing Lab. (2014). Overview and Contradictions. Retrieved June 1, 2014, from
https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/589/1/
Shaughnessy, M. P. (1977). Errors and expectations: a guide for the teacher of basic writing. New
York: Oxford University Press.
Smith, E. T., & Bolger, D. F. (2010). Taking it personally: Using biography to create a common
FYE information literacy assignment. Retrieved June 1, 2014, from
http://crlnews.highwire.org/content/71/5/244.full
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Smith, S. (1997). The Genre of the End Comment: Conventions in Teacher Responses to Student
Writing. College Composition and Communication, 48(2), 249.
Sommers, N. (1982). Responding to Student Writing. College Composition and Communication,
33(2), 148.
University of California, Irvine (2009). 2009 Assessment of Lower Division Writing at UCI.
University of California, San Diego Office of Academic Integrity:
https://students.UC San Diego.edu/academics/academic-integrity/index.html
Vance, J., Kirk, R., & Gardner, J. (2012). Measuring the Impact of Library Instruction on
Freshmen Success and Persistence: A Quantitative Analysis. Communications in Information
Literacy, 6(1).
Wesch, M. (2007). A Vision of Students Today. Retrieved from
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dGCJ46vyR9o&feature=youtube_gdata_player
Wiener, J. (2005). Historians in trouble: plagiarism, fraud, and politics in the ivory tower. New
York: New Press ; Distributed by W.W. Norton.
Zotero | Home. (n.d.). Retrieved May 26, 2014, from https://www.zotero.org/
Week Four - Personal Well-being and Academic Success
Rationale: A student’s university experience represents one of the most pivotal developmental
periods in young adulthood. Competing time demands, managing a wide range of emotions,
developing a sense of autonomy and competence are some of the developmental tasks students are
working through at this stage in their life (Chickering & Reisser, 1993). Students who struggle
academically often cite non-academic precipitants to their academic difficulties. Many college
students experience mental health issues including depression and anxiety (in fact, UC San
Diego’s Office of Students with Disabilities more often provides accommodations for students
with psychological issues than any other form of disability) and substance abuse during their
academic career. Since these issues can negatively impact students’ ability to perform
academically including them as a topic is essential.
Content: Through a variety of teaching strategies, this session will explore appropriate coping
skills, identify campus resources, and strengthen interpersonal skills. Students will be exposed to
successful time management strategies, and learn positive behaviors and attitudes connected to
their health and fitness, nutrition, intimate relationships, financial responsibility, and the use of
ATOD, and the impact of all of these on their academic success.
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Learning Outcomes:
As a result of this session, students will:
 be aware of common personal difficulties that university students experience, including the
signs and symptoms of depression, anxiety, and substance abuse
 learn the UC San Diego resources available for students struggling with emotional, social,
and/or mental health issues
 develop strategies for increasing health and fitness and reducing stress and managing
anxiety
Resources:
Achor, S. (2010). The happiness advantage. New York: Crown Business.
American College Health Association. (2007). American College Health Association National
College Health Assessment-Spring 2006. Journal of American College Health, 55(4). Retrieved
June 1, 2014, from
http://www.acha-ncha.org/docs/JACH%20January%202007%20SP%2006%20Ref%20Grp.pdf
Brown, B. (2010). The gifts of imperfection: Let go of who you think you're supposed to be and
embrace who you are. Center City, Minnesota: Hazelden.
Evans, N., Forney, D., & Guido-DiBrito, F. (1998). Student development in college: Theory,
research & practice.
Jeffers, S. (1987). Feel the fear and do it anyway. New York: Fawcett Books.
Kadison, R., & Digeronimo T. (2004). College of the overwhelmed: The campus mental health
crisis and what to do about it.
Kuh, G. D. (2008). High impact educational practices: What they are, who has access to them,
and why they matter.
The JED Foundation. (2006). Framework for developing institutional protocols for the acutely
distressed or suicidal college student.
Peterson, C. (2006). A primer in positive psychology. Oxford University Press.
UC San Diego CAPS Mobile Help Center. (2014). Retrieved June 1, 2014, from codu.co/858784
Week Five - Enhancing Communication Skills in the Classroom
Rationale: Public speaking is a fundamental skill, necessary in every profession and walk of life,
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yet often left under-addressed in academic setting.1 This topic equips students with basic skills
necessary to present ideas in in an academic setting. It is a skills-based approach that supplements
any discipline.
Content: This session prepares students for oral presentations, oral exams, speeches, debates,
recitations, or any other public speaking assignments or for extra-curricular activities. The lecture
and discussion section would cover essential points of application and provide coaching and
feedback on areas of public speaking including constructing and organizing persuasive arguments,
engaging with an audience or seminar participants, and using the voice and body effectively.
The proposal for this week’s focus on public speaking, oral presentations and seminar exchange
would emphasize working through the unique traits of oral versus written communication in order
to help students gear their thinking for maximum effectiveness and engagement both with listening
and responding to oral thought. The topic focus would also highlight how to listen for the keys of
an argument and how drafting clear and concise arguments translates directly to other academic
assignments. It would be beneficial to study the principles of argumentation and arrangement; and
critically examine students’ speeches and the speeches of others. By becoming better students of
public speaking, each student joins a long tradition geared to the art of academic conversation.
Learning Outcomes:
As a result of this topic students will:
 increase awareness of how they speak in classrooms and other public venues by
understanding and applying new skills about public speaking
 understand and demonstrate heightened awareness of listening skills and oral arguments
 identify ways to present more confidently and clearly
Resources:
Bitzer, L. (1966). The Rhetorical Situation. Retrieved June 1, 2014, from
http://www.cwrl.utexas.edu/~davis/crs/E398t/Bitzer--Rhetorical%20Situation.pdf
Lucas, S. E. (2011). The art of public speaking.
Purdue University Online Writing Lab. (2009). Developing Strong Thesis Statements. Retrieved
June 1, 2014, from
https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/588/01/

1 Harvard University offers as part of their Writing Center a course called Expos 40 which is an elective within the
Writing Program, and focuses on developing and strengthening the skills necessary for successful public speaking.
Students in Expos 40 learn strategies for impromptu speaking, preparing and delivering presentations, formulating and
organizing persuasive arguments, cultivating critical thinking, engaging with an audience, using the voice and body,
and building confidence in oral expression.
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Week Six - Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion
Rationale: Given the ever-increasing reality of globalization and increasing diversity within our
society, the university is uniquely positioned to help students better understand and relate to these
phenomena as well as to work towards developing cultural competencies that enable our diverse
students to work together toward towards shared goals.
Content: This session advances an understanding and appreciation for diversity and inclusion as
essential elements of a public university. Drawing on both local and international concerns and
social justice issues, students will explore their role in understanding and supporting diversity on
campus and beyond.
Learning Outcomes:
As a result of this course section students will:
 examine how their background and experiences impact their values and assumptions
 understand and demonstrate increased respect for the beliefs and values of other cultures
 identify principles for working effectively and respectfully with others, including
incorporating diverse points of view
Resources:
Alvarez, L., Alvarez, R., Cutler, E., et al. (2010). Another university is possible.
Garcia, G. A. (2011). When Parties Become Racialized: Deconstructing Racially Themed Parties.
Retrieved June 1, 2014, from
http://www.academia.edu/2050614/When_Parties_Become_Racialized_Deconstructing_Racially
_Themed_Parties
Harper, S. R., & Hurtado, S. (2007). Nine themes in campus racial climates and implications for
institutional transformation. In S. R. Harper, & L. D. Patton (Eds.), Responding to the realities of
race on campus. New Directions for Student Services (No. 120, pp. 7-24). San Francisco:
Jossey-Bass.
Kuh, G. D., & Whitt, E. J. (1988). The invisible tapestry: Culture in American colleges and
universities.
Lorde, A. (1980). Age, Race, Class, Sex: Women Redefining Difference. Retrieved June 1, 2014,
from
http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&ved=0CCgQFjAA&ur
l=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.clc.wvu.edu%2Fr%2Fdownload%2F29781&ei=yvGLU9j8MoOMyAT
y_4HoBA&usg=AFQjCNETH-0VYIlTXXkhwQ2LL7L5ilsKyQ&bvm=bv.67720277,d.aWw
McIntosh, P. (1989). White Privilege: Unpacking the Invisible Backpack. Retrieved June 1, 2014,
from
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http://www.isr.umich.edu/home/diversity/resources/white-privilege.pdf
Milem, J. F., Chang, M. J., & Antonio, A. L. (2005). Making Diversity Work on Campus: A
Research-Based Perspective. Retrieved June 1, 2014, from
http://siher.stanford.edu/AntonioMilemChang_makingdiversitywork.pdf
Steele, C. (2011). Stereotype Threat. Retrieved June 1, 2014, from
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vvwvvbiwRkg
Sue, D. W. (2010). Microaggressions. Retrieved June 1, 2014, from
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BJL2P0JsAS4
Takaki, R. (2008). A different mirror: A history of multicultural America. New York: Back Bay
Books.
Zuniga, X., Williams, E., & Berger, J. (2005). Action-oriented democratic outcomes: The impact
of student involvement with campus diversity. Journal of College Student Development, 660-678.
Week Seven - Campus and Community Involvement
Rationale: College students spend more time outside of the classroom than in it and gain valuable
experience from involvement in extracurricular activities such as internships, organizational
involvement, employment, and volunteer service. Research shows how student engagement with
their campus community positively correlates to higher rates of persistence and retention so
supporting students in this area can potentially help advance them in time-to-degree. Such
engagement also challenges students to manage their time and stress and to work effectively within
a team. It is incumbent upon the university to help students acquire the appropriate skills and
knowledge to engage in an increasingly complex and global society with sensitivity, responsibility,
and competence.
Content: During this session students will explore the concepts of social responsibility, civic
engagement, leadership and service learning through readings, participation in an out of class
experience, and reflective writing assignments. Students will be directed to establish and develop
their own e-portfolio mapping their co-curricular university experience and intended outcomes.
Learning Outcomes:
As a result of this course section students will:
 identify co-curricular experiences that promote personal, social, and professional
development
 demonstrate leadership as an experience and understand corresponding leadership theories
 identify principles of responsible citizenship within and beyond the campus community
 develop an individualized e-portfolio mapping their co-curricular university experience
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Week Eight - Planning for Career/ Professional Schools
Rationale: Transfer students may struggle in upper-division courses required for their majors or
discover other areas of interest. They are reluctant, however, to change majors. Some, for
example, experience internal, family, or societal pressure to continue pursuing a major that is
expected to result in a successful and financially lucrative career, even if they lack the competency
to do so. Dispelling myths around majors and careers may help students consider a wider range of
disciplinary options and make more informed choices which would facilitate time-to-degree
progress.
Content: Students will evaluate their own choice of majors and be introduced to the range of
majors and minors that are available at UC San Diego and their reality (and myths) of career
connections. Student will learn and complete an assignment using the major and career
exploration tools hosted by Career Services.
Learning Outcomes:
As a result of this course students will
 articulate their own major decision making process and determine whether they need to
engage in further major/career exploration
 identify major exploration tools and resources they can use to solidify their major/career
decisions.
Resources:
Brooks, K. (2009). You majored in what? Mapping your path from chaos to career. New York:
Penguin Group.
College Academic Advising and UC San Diego Career Services Center (2014). Choosing Your
Major Workshop WI14. Retrieved June 1, 2014, from
http://prezi.com/0rrozcsbimly/choosing-your-major-workshop-wi14/?utm_campaign=share&utm
_medium=copy
Ferrazi, K. (2005). Never eat alone: And other secrets to success, one relationship at a time.
NACADA Career and Major Exploration Resource Links:
http://www.nacada.ksu.edu/Resources/Clearinghouse/View-Articles/Career-and-major-exploratio
n-resource-links.aspx
Occupational Outlook Handbook: http://stats.bls.gov/ooh/
ONET Online: http://www.onetonline.org/
Pierson, O. (2006). The unwritten rules of highly effective job search. New York: McGraw-Hill.
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University of California, Berkeley Career Center (2014). Top 10 Career Myths. Retrieved June 1,
2014, from https://career.berkeley.edu/article/070119a-sbd.stm
University of California, San Diego Career Services Center. (2014). Common Majors and Careers.
Retrieved June 1, 2014, from
https://careers.ucsd.edu/majors/contents/main.shtml
Week Nine - Research Opportunities, Experiential Learning, and Faculty Engagement
Rationale: One goal of university education is engagement. We empower students with academic
content and skills which they, in turn, apply in their professional and personal lives. Experiential
learning offers students the opportunity for application, reflection, and enhanced understanding.
Content: This session furnishes students with the evidence for the academic and personal value of
experiential learning through which students strengthen and expand existing knowledge, develop
new skills, and apply themselves beyond the classroom. The session will present students with the
variety of opportunities at UC San Diego to connect class content with in-depth and/or first-hand
experience through thesis projects, study abroad, service work, wilderness programs, leadership
opportunities, laboratory work, internships, and more. The session will help students learn about
AIP, the Experiential Learning Portal, Career Services Center, UC San Diego’s Extension offering
of LAUNCH and CREATE, etc.
Learning Outcomes:
As a result of this session, students will:
 be able to identify and take advantage of UC San Diego resources and opportunities for
research and/or experiential learning
Resources:
Butin, D. (2010). Service-learning in theory and practice: The future of community engagement in
Higher Education.
Dewey, J. (1938). Experience and education.
Experiential Learning Website: https://students.ucsd.edu/academics/experiential-learning
Eyler, J. (1999). Where’s the learning in service learning.
Kolb, D. (1984). Experiential learning: Experience as the source of learning and development.
Moon, J. (2004). A handbook of reflective and experiential learning: Theory and practice.
Roberts, J. (2011). Beyond learning by doing: Theoretical currents in experiential
Education.
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University of California, San Diego Undergraduate Research Portal: http://urp.ucsd.edu
Wycoff, E. B. (n.d.). Advice on the Care and Feeding of a Professor. Retrieved June 1, 2014, from
http://www.cs.gmu.edu/~offutt/classes/advice/care-prof.html
Week Ten - Lessons Learned and Planning Forward
Rationale: Our transfer students routinely have achieved discernible success at a community
college or a four year institution, but now have to survive more intense competition among their
peers and corresponding challenges to personal confidence. The tools and topics from the first
nine weeks must coalesce so that students can proceed better prepared for the balance of the
academic year. The focus of this week will be to initiate forethought and planning to help students
achieve this goal.
Content: A review of each week’s content will allow the instructor to either reemphasize key ideas
and/or underscore the ideas with a synthesis of analogous notions drawn from other weeks. By the
very nature of a review week, students might help determine what points need greater clarification.
Learning Outcomes:
As a result of this “final chapter” week, students will:
 complete a culminating assignment drawing, integrating course topics and designing a
strategy for their freshman year, including establishing a practical plan for study and for
managing time, stress, and academic work

